
Processsing the 
Anchorage Voter List in 

Preparation for an 
Election



What is GIS?

o Geographical Information System 

o Is a system that creates, manages, analyzes, and maps all types of data.

o “GIS helps users understand patterns, relationships, with geographic 
context.”- ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute) 



How it helps our voters and communities



How it helps our voters and communities



Sample ballot map



Election GIS Process

 Every ballot is given a ballot “style”. These styles are determined by your 
residence address and service areas.

 It dictates what voters vote on- such as Assembly candidates or specific 
propositions. 

 Each area in the Muni is separated by boundary lines, and they can be specific 
depending on what services are provided in that area. LRSA’s are a great example!

 We currently have almost 200 ballot styles!





How do we assign ballot styles?

 The State of Alaska Division of Elections provides a voter list of all registered 
voters in the MOA.

 MOA GIS has datasets of all address points in the MOA. 

 We use GIS processes to match voter addresses in the State Voter Registration 
file, against the MOA address points. We call this process “GeoCoding”.

 If there are any “unmatched” voters, we manually look each one up to see if we 
are able to correct the address so that the voter can continue along the GIS 
process. 

 It’s usually a typo, or transposition of house numbers. 



GeoCoding



GeoCoding & Ballot Style Polygons

 Once we run our GeoCoding process, and have done our best to address the 
“unmatched” voters. It’s time to assign ballot styles.

 MOA GIS creates “ballot style polygons”, that contain datasets specific to each ballot 
style.

 We run another process that looks at the geocoded address points, and assigns that 
address point a ballot style. It also generates a file that will become our election 
database/system. 
 This is why it’s VITAL that we resolve as many unmatched address points as we can.

 Any unmatched address point gets assigned a “-1” ballot style, and those voters won’t be 
mailed a ballot. 

 Voters can still vote by voting in person at an Anchorage Vote Center, or by calling our 
Voter Hotline and requesting a replacement ballot be sent to them. They can also vote by 
email or fax.

 It’s during this step of the process that any voters who will not be 18 by election day are 
automatically removed, and will not be loaded to the election database.



Ballot Style Polygons





Loading to Mail Sorter System

 We load the database file created during the ballot style assignment into our 
Fluence/BlueCrest election system.

 This is the system that we use for mail sorting, signature verification, 
entering temporary addresses, requesting replacement ballots, and curing 
challenged ballots. 

 THIS IS THE LIVE ELECTION! 



The Mailer File

 Once the file is loaded to the system, we create a “mailer file” for our printing vendor 
that contains the list of voters eligible to be mailed a ballot package.

 Pursuant to Municipal Code Section AMC 28.40.020.C.:

 “The municipal clerk is not required to mail ballots to any voter that does not have 
a valid residence address, or is in the condition of purge notice (PN), undeliverable 
(UN), list maintenance (LM), or list maintenance undeliverable (LU), as described 
in AS 15.07.130.”

 Voters with these condition codes are excluded from the mailer file, and are not 
provided to our printing vendor.

 These voters can obtain a ballot by voting in person at an Anchorage Vote 
Center or by calling our Voter Hotline and requesting a replacement ballot be 
sent to them. They can also vote by email or fax.



Changes in Voter Registration

 We typically receive three different voter registration files from the State of 
Alaska. 

 We receive the first file in February, to give us plenty of time to start the process 
and give us time to provide the main mailer file to our printing vendor.

 We receive the 2nd voter file from the State a few days after the voter registration 
deadline. 

 We receive a 3rd voter file from the State, typically the Friday after the voter 
registration deadline.



In Summary….

For every State Voter Registration File, we:

1. Match MOA GIS address points with voter addresses provided by the State

2. Assign each address point a ballot style and generate the database file

3. Import database file into Blue Crest Election System

4. Create Mailer File of voters eligible to be mailed a ballot package

1. Voters with condition codes UN, LM, PN, LU are not provided to printing vendor.



Questions?
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